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Freedom Graphic Systems Relocates Bindery/Inserting
Departments to New 132,000 sq. ft. Building in Milton, WI.
Milton, WI – Freedom Graphic Systems, one of America’s largest independent direct mailers, has
finished the construction of a brand new 132,000 sq. ft. building in Milton, WI. The new building is
located at 1475 E. High Street in Milton, WI.

In order to meet the significant growth that Freedom is experiencing, they will be relocating the
30,000 sq. ft. bindery and inserting departments from the corporate facility into the new building.
The remaining 100,000 sq. feet will be used for warehouse space. The expansion will be generating
new opportunities for employment in Milton.

“We are excited about our expansion in Milton. New client relations along with the growth of our
existing customers are the driving factors for this expansion. The efficient floor plan and effective
barcode racking allow us to meet the strict deadlines that are demanded by our clients. This move
also enables us to expand our press capabilities in the corporate location; freeing up 30,000 sq. ft.
of space,” stated Freedom Graphic Systems Chief Executive Officer Marty Liebert.

About Freedom Graphic Systems

With more than 900 employees and four convenient locations strategically positioned across the
country; Aurora, Illinois, Milton, Wisconsin, Grand Prairie, Texas and Ontario, California, Freedom
Graphic Systems is a direct mail printer (web, sheet, on-demand) with extensive personalization, inline finishing, collating, mailing and commingling capabilities. From publishers and bankers to

catalogers and retailers, production at these facilities range from short-run snap pak’s, multi-million
piece direct mail packages to commercial print. Freedom has the capacity to handle over 10 million
pieces per day as well as an additional 10 million In-Line Self Mailers per day. As a solution-based,
“Can Do” company, Freedom has extensive experience in developing formats and meeting clients’
direct mail requirements; giving them a competitive edge in the marketplace. For more information,
visit the company’s web site at www.fgs.com.
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